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Campus Briefs
Newsreel

-

The newly formed "Newsreel"
of Albuquerque will be showing
several groups of films during the
next few weeks. Wednesd<~y, Oct.
15 "Hanoi 13," a film about a day
in the life of the North
Vietnamese people will be shown
in the Union Theater.
Next week, Oct. 20-27, a
50-minute film on the Columbia
Revolt of April, 1968, "The Case
Against Lincoln Center," and
"The Garbage Strike" will be
shown. After Oct. 22 "Up Against
the Wall, Miss America" will be
shown.
Other films are readily
available. People desiring to use
the films for a group, class, or
meeting of any sort, or wanting
further information about other
films offered by "Newsreel" can
call 344-7921.

requests for ASUNM funds.
Requests must be placed in the
Senate Finance Committee
mailbox on the second floor of
the Union no later than 5 p.m.

Bingo Night
The Student Organ.\zing
Committee will sponsor a "Bingo
Night" Friday in Room 129 of
the Union. Proceeds from the
game will be given, through the
Physical Plant workers, to Sr.. Jose
Herrera. Prizes up to $10 Will be
given.

No Senate
The Student Senate will not
meet tonight because of the
planned Vietnam Moratorium Day
activities.

Finance Requests

Seidler

T o d a y is the final day f~r
campus organizations to subm1t

Dr.

Armond

H.

Seidler,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c. per ·wotd. 20 word l!liniWHERE: J"ournnlism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
mum ($1.40) per time ru!'. If ILd ts. to
run five or roore consecutive days w1th
Classified AdvcrUsing
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per ·word nnd the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10,
TERJ\.ISt Payment must be- made in :full prior to- insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 4:00
p.m.-will go in neXt day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5 rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.
E. ENGINEER wants grad student or upverclassmnn to share large, two level
house, univ. area. Expenses approx. $75/
mo. Call 842-9210. 10/17
THUNDERBIRD taking contributions for
prose: short stories, essays.. reviews,
plays, eto. Rm. 158, J ournahsm Bldg.,
all manuscripts must be typed.

2)

LOST & FOUND

:COST: Black & white kitten: 8 weeks old:
long hair; in Harvard-Silver area; call
242-1557 or 277-4202 after 6 pm.
FOUND: 1969 Valley High Class Ring,
girls red stone. Call 299-6940.

LOST: Engagement ring, Zimmel"!"an
Library.. Please return, no quesbons.
Reward. 298-3465. 1067 Matador SE.
10/20
LOST: white, gray, and light brown Calico female cat. Near Lead arJd Stanford.
255-5101, $10 reward. 10/16

3)

SERVICES

ffiONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bagworm. _ and Washerwoman
Ltd. 247-8737. 10/27
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP offering
regular haircuts, razor cuts, styling. 2430003. 10/21

4)

FOR RENT

MAY WE help you 1 Renting-selling
listing. Residential properties. Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. 268-3932.
10/28

5)

FORSALE

200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/23
1959 Ford, four door, good condition, $250
Call 265-4785, after 5.
1969 Harley-Davidson 350 cc. Excellent
condition, $575. Call 242-0749 after 4
pm. 10/20 ·
1966 GTO 4-speed, chrome wh<;cls. Asking
$1300. Must sell as I am buymg another
car. Phone Grant at 277·5011 after 6
pm. an wC<>k nights or on Sunday afternoon. 10/20
S.W. RECEIVER-National N.C. 140,
general coverage, bandspread on both
HAM and !ntemational bands. Sideband with b~f.o., all !eaturcs }mmacul~te.
$150. reasonnble offers consJdercd. R1ck
277-4757. 10/15
HONDA-160 Scrambler, like new. $350.
Call after 4 p.m.-296-3247. 10/21
176 cc BENNELI MOTORCYCLE. 1969
model, only has 1800 miles. Practically
new. Sacrifice !or Uncle Sam, $250. 2427235 evenings, weekends. 10/17

6)

EMPLOYMENT

JOB ! Ad salesmen for astral projection.
20<;1, commission. Call 268-4056. 10/16
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES NEED·
ED to sell Volkswagen bus tool'S to
Europe in summer, 1970. $100.00 commission per sale. Write VW Adventures,
P.O. Box 7999, Anstin, Texas 73712.
10/16

I

chairman of the department of
health, physical education, and
recreation at the University of
New Mexico, has been named a
member of the United States
delegation to the first symposium
on the improvement of physical
education in the Mexican school.
The meeting being held Oct.
14-16 in Mexico City is scheduled
in conjuction with the 25th
anniversary of the founding of
Mexican Union of Workers of
Education, the national teachers
organization. The Union is an
affiliate of the World
Confederation of Organizations of
the Teaching Profession.
Dr. Seidler will present a paper
on "Values and Physical
Education."
Dr. Seidler was invited to
participate by the Mexican
teachers union and the
International Council on Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation.

Recruiting U
Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies wiU visi~ ~he ~enter
to interview candidates for posltlons.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt
Wednesday, October 15
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATI9N
-ChE ME, EE, CE, Math., Phys1cs,

Ch~i~~Af~~CIFIC

ELECTRIC COJ\1-

P.Iuv.·D~~~.~F AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALDBA in Acctg. for Auditor. positions, Law,
Gen. Bus., Acctg. for Specull Agents
Thursday, October 16
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY, CON000-Bus. Admin, Stot., Math., Computer
Sci & Engineering for Central Computer
De~t, ChE, Pet. Ref. E.ngin. for :rr.occss
Engineering Dept., Busm<'Ss . AdmmiBt!a•
tion (BBA, MBA) for Contmental P1pe
LiWoRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL, AUTONETICS DIY .-EE, Physics, . (BS, MS,
PhD) ME (MS, PhD) Apphed Math
(MSl
LOS ANGELES, SPACE &
ROCKETDYNE DIV.-ME, EE (BS,

M~NI{~EW:YTATES

STEEL CORPORA-

'l'ION-Mnth, Physics, Chem., Acct., Gen.
Dus., Ind. Admin. ChE, OE, EE, ME
(BS, MS)
Friday, October 17
GULF OIL. CORPORA~ION-Acctg,,
Bur:... Admin, v•1th Accf.rt· Mmor, G1eology~
Geo-Physics Gcol. Em:m., ChE, ME (BS,
MS) CE Pot. E (BS)
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA
LAKE, CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhD) Physics, (BS, MS, PhD)
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY PORT JIUENEME, CALIF.
-EE CE 'ME (BS, MS, l'hD)
CHEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV.-Bus. Admin., ChE, Me, (BS, MS),
CE, EE, (BS, MS)
Monday, October 20
EDGERTON. GERMESHAUSEN &
GRIER, INC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS, PhD)
TEXAS EASTMAN COMPANY, DIVISION OF EASTMAN KODAK 00-ChE,
ME (BS, MS), Chem. (MS, PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, DEPT.
OF THE ARMY-Liberal Arts, (BA),
Fino Arts (BA, MAl
Tuesday, October 21
GENERAL DYNAMICS-EE, ME, (BS,
MS PhD) Math., Physics. CE (MS, PhD)
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
-EE, ME, CE, IE (BS, MS)
TEXAS WATER RIGHTS COMMISSION
-CE Gen. Engineering (BS, MS)
CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPANYCE, EE, ME. ChE (BS, MS)
Monday, October 27
PPG, INDUSTRIES-ChE, EE, ME,
Math., Chem, Acctg,

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!ln

Calling U
llllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllll'llllllllllllllllltllllll!lllllllll!lllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Wednesday, October 15
Moratorium Day activities are printed
elsewhere in todny's paper.
Panh~llcnic Council: Unicm, Room 230:
4;80 p.m.
AWS Judicial Board: Union, Room 280;
6:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Pledges; Union, Reom
231-A; 7 p.m.
Homecoming House Decorations Com·
rnittee; Union, Room 253; 7 p.m.
Kiva Club; Law School, Room 103; 7:30
p.m.
Sandia Grotto: Union, Room 2GO·C; 7:30
p.m.
Student Lobby: Union, Room 231-E: 7:30
p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union, Room 2n-D;
8 p.m.
.
Associated Students Bookstore; Umon,
Room 250-D; 8 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, Room 230; 8
p.m.
Wednesday Night Dnncc: Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

r.---RENT-A-TV
$1.00 n day

.

Free Delivery, Pick Up, And ServiCe
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4689
Color Available

___)

CHEAP HOUSE

A fwo hour collection of award-winning new
short films by young independent film makers.
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

Friday & Saturday-7 & I0 p.m.
Sunday--6 &9 p.m.
$1 for students with ID
$1.50 general admission

Sale or Rent, $45/mo.
Not Fancy, But Clean.
See at 115 Pacific SE
or call 299-0309 if interested.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (thai's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

"A remarkable film!"
\i

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
6. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---
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Norvell Urges End to War in Vietnam
Speaker of the House Recommends Withdrawal in UMoratorium Day Speech
(Editor's Note: The following is the text of New Mexico
Speaker of the House David Norvell's speech delivered in the
Union yesterday as part of UNM's Moritolium Day
activities.)
There is abroad in the land a great frustration - and
growing from that a developing sense of helplessness.
To the young it comes as a fear of approaching adulthood
-in a world where integrity seems only a word.
To others it comes as an exhausting struggle to understand
an increasingly incomprehensible epoch.
Vietnam is the underlying source of that frustration. The
word "Vietnam" itself has come to be synonymous with
"frustration." Truly, to some it means ''the stupidity of our
involvement in a war which has shaken our ability to manage
our own affairs."
To others it means that ''our astonishing failure to win the
war, once we had become involved ourselves, has uhdermined
our belief in our ability as a wo:dd power",
And it would seem that by now virtually the entire
American people have come to recognize the war as a colossal
blunder. • . ,
Even though we are convinced that our involvement has
been a monstrous error, how did we err initially? And, how
do we know that we won't make the same mistake again? We
don't -but:
By analysis of how we got embroiled in this mess, perhaps
we will avoid quicksand in the future.
At the root of the problem is the theory that America
must be the guardian of the world, compounded by our
paranoia about other political philosophies that differ from
our own and our failure to understand nationalist aspirations
of much of the underdeveloped world.
It is true that America is a superpower. It is also true that
the possibility of isolationism is totally past. By the nature of
the world today, we are inherently bound to the fortunes of
all other peoples and all other nations, and they likewise will
be affected by what we do or what we do not do. Even an '
absence of action on our part affects the world, whether we
like it or not.
But, really, it is a matter of rationality: our involvement in
the world must be positive and it must be beneficial to the
recipients and it must be in the long-term best interests of the
United States. It is more than obvious that the Vietnam war
has met none of these criteria. Far from serving the long-term
interests of our country. it will certainly take us a decade or
possibly even a generation to recover from the damage this
unfortuante war has done our national psychology.
And although America is a superpower there is no reason
to believe that the American people are willing to use all of
their power in so ambiguous a cause as backing the alleged
nation of South Vietnam or even backing the large number of
South Vietnamese who do not desire to be "liberated" either
by North Vietnam or by China, either directly or indirectly. I
do not think the American conscience is at all easy on these
points, and the more flag-waving and patriotic politicians and
the noisier military men do not represent anything like the
national consensus of 58 or 57 percent who desperately cry
out .for disengagement. Nor is it likely that they can by any
propaganda methods create one.
No military victory without a political victory has any real
meaning, and some military methods make a political victory
impossible. . . . By the end of 1969, I feel that if this war is
not resolved it will split this nation as nothing else has since
the Civil War.
Our nation is and always has been a deeply moral one. To
some, it was nmoral commitment, if misguided, which led to
our involvement in Vietnam initially. There is 110 doubt that
we remain with a moral commitment to repair the damage,
that we have done in Vietnam. We cannot resurrect the dead.
But we can do something about the living.•.•
President Nixon in 1968 ran against the war as a
candidate, blaming the previous democrati.c a~ministrations
for the mess in Vietnam. He as much as mdicated that he
would have us disengaged and the war ended in six months.
He has now had more thun eight months, and only a token
.contingent of troops has been removed. We. as a pe?ple have
every right to call on Mr. Nixon to keep his promises. And
yet the President only yesterda~ .h~d the gall to call ~11 the
American people to halt our ct;tiCism of. the war wh1le he
phases it out, apparently 1mperceptlbly, over some
unspecified long-term future.
Mr. Nixon, in an effort. to establish the notion that h~s
Vietnam policies are somehow different than ~hose .of h~s
predecessor, now asserts that the only non-negotiable Item 1s
the right of the South Vietnam~se people to
~lt·determination of the~ own ~ture. This .s?undS almost
.
. .~ ~m;icJ~ wete it not so t.ragtc, commg fr~m a: "!an who .served
· , ;"f~~rttlrithe adtnirtistration of the 1950's wh:mh demedthe ~ght of
·,,iti~f4'- ·.· . ~elf•detenrii.natiQfi to , the very same people when lt was .

.~ •

Itself. . ~~ •

. .

.

.

feared at that time the people would elect Ho Chi Minh their
national leader.
What Mr. Nixon is saying, in effect, is that we believe in
free elections and self-determination in exactly the same way
comll?-unists do ~ the people are free to elect anyone they
choose as long as they come from our approved list of
candidates.
Perhaps this is the best way to explain why Vietnam has
been such a disaster for us.· Our behavior has been at direct
odds with our own professed national beliefs. We have been
trying to impose an obviously unjust solution on an unwilling
subject. There is no way a nation can succeed by fighting.
Hopefully, we can learn from that. Learn at least that no
nation, no matter how powerful, can halt gravity, can toll
back the tide or stem the flow of history.
There will be many calls fo.r similar expeditions to rescu.e
falling governments or tottering leaders in the future, and the
temptation will be strong, especially after some of the bad
taste has worn off of Vietnam. There are a dozen likely spots
around the globe where rescue missions will be avaflable to
us.
But we should recognize that we have proved our capacity
to run the world does not extend to Asia. In fact, the limits
of our capacity to interfere meaningfully is probably limited
to western Europe and the Americas. And even there our
record has not been totally positive by any means.
Clearly, we have a responsibility to protect our South
Vietnamese "friend.s" from retribution upon disengagement.
The methods of Asian communists when confronted with
political enemies leaves little to the imagination. If we wish
to see these people alive, we will have to protect them1
perhaps even .bring them to this country and nationalize
them. We must ensure the. safety of our own troops who we
support and who our critics say we don't, and we must .
obtain the release of prisoners of war. Nothing more would
seem negotiable at this point.
Perhaps in the long run, this fiasco will teach us the lesson
that will save us and the world from World War III. If we
have learned that we cannot bomb other peoples into seeing
things our way perhaps we will be able to transfer the
initiative to the diplomatic front, where it belonged in the
fil's t place.
But whatever else may come to pass we must disengage in
Vietnam immediately, in the name of morality as well as in
the name of sanity.
The President hac; indicated that his course of action will
not be influenced by this day of discussions. I pray this is not
the case. He must abandon his present approach, because
perpetually moving half the distance between one's present
position and an ultimate goal condemns one to never reach
that goal. Our goal should be an immediate cease-fire and
mass troop withdrawals, and we must reach that goal. . ..
We still have a problem of redefinition of our national
goals and methods ahead of us. Our young people have risen
up effectively enough to halt the w~ in Vietnam - almost.
But we remain without clear ideas of what we are going to do
with the awesome power which we have accumulated over the
past 200 years we've been around as a nation. Somehow we
must forge a new internationalist policy putting that might
and technological diversity to positive uses for the future of
mankind.
This day of hopefully non-violent discussions on. a
national basis cannot be more important, for the
all-pervading and overriding reason that Vietnam's violence
has fostered more violence, like a festering wound in our
national body politic.
.
If this n&.tional day of concern can be brought off in a
forceful yet peaceful manner, then we will have made our
point - both in keeping with our national aspirations and in
the most effective way possible.
If this war is not ended soon it should be overwhelmed by
non-violence. In another month the non-violence will take the
form of two days of peaceful activity, then three days, and so
on until Mr. Nixon gets the point that he was eJected on a
promise to stop this war, and bring the violence to an end.
We mean to see that he keeps that promise. . ..
Perhaps future historians will look kindly on the tragedy
in Vietnam as the war that taught America that vio~et).ce is
antithetical to her national aspirations. Let us hope so
although the record of history would indicate that no· nation
has learned that lesson yet.
It is up to us; to you and me, to try to see that our people
and out government do learn t4is lesson. Unfortunately, ·the
spirit of non•violence requires a dedicated militancy and .a
constant 'lligilance. But let us make this promise ~(t ~urselves
· and our children today: we have seen the fruit o~t;tn):eru~on:,ed
· \iiolence ~ and we today pledge ourselves and o~ ~ffo~ ~o
aee that it never. happens. ag$ .... , ... _.. ,
. Ld
.· H·
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The New Meldco Lobo is puJ,Iished
daily every regular week of the University y!!ar by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
lh!> University of New Mexico, and is not
financic;dly associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associc>ted Students or of the Uni·
vers.ity of New Mexico.

I Hate War

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

The Tangled Wire
(A Biased Analysis)

·Editor:

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOG~PHERS

Sarah Laidlaw
Don Burge
Stephen Part
Charles Wood
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey .
Casey Church; Carolyn Bobb, Charles Andrews, Robert Hlady,
Clark Jermain, Lin Morgan, Barbara tv\organ, Bob WhiHaker,
Simon Ortiz, Jean McAndrews
Karla Kelley, Jean lindsey, Judy lindsey
Chester Painter, Tony louderbough
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By EVERETT R. IRWIN

Uni~ed Press International

Hundreds of thousands of
Americ&ns .poured out their
unhappiness over the Vietnam war
1Wednesday in "Moratorium Day"
protests. Millions, of others s11t out
the nationwide round of
demonstrations.
Crowds of anti-w&r
demonstrators built in size in
some cities-notably Boston
Washington and New York-lat~
in the day. The protests continued
into the night, A candlelight
parade caused massive traffic
tieups in midtown Manhattan.
Demonstrators thronged into
centers of the nation's big cities
and onto college campuses for
massive rallies. In hundreds of
cities and villages and in a
multitude of ways, they voiced
their desire for an end to the war.

Supporters of President Nixon's
Vietnam policy countered with
heckling attacks on the war
protesters, flew American flags,
and turned on automobile lights
to signal their fe&rs the
demonstrations would hinder not
help, efforts to bring Ame;ican
fighting men home from the war.
Millions of Americans ignored
the appeals of Moratorium
sponsors. They went about their
work as usual, attended college
classes on schedule or watched
and listened to the World Series.
The largest crowd in Boston's
history-between 75,000 and
lO_Q,OOO persons by police
estJm&te-gathered on the historic
Common and heard Sen. George
McGovern, D·S.D., say Nixon
must listen to the demands for
peace.
A hushed crowd estimated by

U.S. park police at 50,000
huddled on the Washington
Monument grounds in Washington
and heard a plea by Mrs. Martin
Luther King Jr. that the president
"bring the boys home ... bring
them home now."
Mrs. King said her son, Martin
Luther ~ing III, barely a teenager,
had decided he would not serve in
such a war. And if her husband
were there, she said, he would
say:
"We are faced with the fact that
tomorrow is today, that there is
such a thing as being too late that
the tide in affairs of men· ebb~ and
rushes on."
Mrs. King received a standing
ovation when she concluded "we
still have a ch~ice
today-nonviolent co·existence or
violent co-annihiliation. My
friends, which will we choose?"

WINRDCK

the needs and interest .. , receives
the . heartfelt support of the
people ..• "
I have seen the NLF and the
NVA in action. In An Hoa they
threatened a German
non-partisan hospital group for'
"counter revolutionary activity."
The only crime was to treat
Vietnamese people who were sick
with no questions asked.
'
In An Tan, the NV A slashed the
throat of the .village chief's
The main problem here now is
daughter. No office holder ever probably that these people who
worked harder for the betterment are protesting against the war do
of his people,
not see the war from the
In Saigon, the V.C. fired rockets Vietnamese side. These protestors
into heavily populated civilian had never been exposed to a
areas. The Viet Cong at their best situation like this or the situation
have far less regard for the welfare we had during the second world
of the people of South Vietnam war or communist uprising in our
than the Americans at their very or your . country before. For us
worst...
during those times it was the
It may or may not be most matter of life and death, taking
moral to withdraw our troops. It the same situation move the time
may or may not be in the best to October 5, 1969 and should
interest of South Vietnam to your country ask for some help
leave. But no one in his right mirtd from this country the attJtude
could condone the Viet Cong. I would be "if we feel like helping
know, I'm an ex-Marine and I'm you we will, if not tough luck",
not ashamed to say I've been to
Vietnam.
By the way, I heard the
I dare any member of SDS to
communist are active agaip in
look at ,the innocent people slain
Luzon, If the Philippines will
by the V.C. and vote to support
become another Vietnam I doubt
them. Pity the misinformed SDS,
if you cm1 expect a help fromthifl
or my country. However Mom,
Russell Scott
with or without my governments
or my peoples' approval, I will
come home and help you fight
against the commurtist evert if it
Open Letter
means denouncing my newly
U.S. citizenship,
·acquired
Dear Mom,
In my last letter I told you a
Your son,
good news~ mY. becoming a U.S.
Eteuierio L. Tabares

Several
thousand
protesters-marching 15 abreast
and chanting "Peace
now"-marched in a candlelight
parade through New York from
Bryant Park to the United Nations
and on to Rockefeller Center.
Around the Nation

underdeveloped nation whose
peasants suffer enough in poverty
_without the horror of war,"
In Anaheim, Sen, Barry M,
Goldwater, R-Ariz,, in an address
prepared for a meeting of the
California Federation of
Republican Women:
"No amount of shouting or
banner waving or street-clogging
or mass assemblies is going to help
the cause of peace .. , these
demonstrations are playing into
the hands of people whose
business it is to kill American
fighting men."

Trend $ ~ Shop

Letters are welcome, and ehould
be no longer than 250 worct. t:Jpewrltten, double epaced. Name, telephone number &lid addresa muet be
included, although name will be
withhold upon requmt.

citizen. Now I think I felt sorry
for myself for becoming one.
. Today is what everybody called
the "Vietnam Moratorium". This
is a nation wide protest against
the Vietnam War. Just what they
are protesting about I really don't
know. I asked a couple of
students early this morning what
is the protest for? They said "we
want peace, get out of Vietnam!"
I asked why get out of Vietnam
and neither of them can give me a
clear answer. Well those two were
just kids and I sympathize with
them, because I was afraid of war
too when I was a kid. I am still
afraid of war and I do protest
against war but not in an
unpatriotic manner. If the enemy
will come today they won't have
trouble taking over this country.
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Thousands Display Disapproval of War

By KEN MARLOWE
(UPI) - Yayoi Kusama, a designer of nude fashions,
announced she would stage a "strip for peace" rally at Wall
Street and Broadway (yesterday aftemoon).
Good Old Barry Goldwater: The Anti·Wru.: Mo~t?rium Js
"playing into the hands of people whose busmess 1t 1s to kill
American Fighting Men." Whose business it is to kill whoever
they're told?
Goldwater Again
AuHOH again: The Communists will welcome the
demonstration as "more phony evidence that the people of
the United States are opposed to the war in Vietnam.'' The
people of the United States, of course, aren't interested in
stopping the war - they are marching and working for the
sole purpose of duping Hanoi into continuing the war.
And again: "No amount of shouting or banner waving or
street-clogging or mass assemblies is going to help the cause
of peace." Frightening thought for the day: He may be right.
The North Vietnamese are getting uppity. If they can't
parrot the Nixon Line, they should shut up. That letter will
cost'em two thousand brownie points, a four-dollar fine and
thirty thousand casualties.
National Scene
Pittsfield, Mass. - Fire broke out in draft board offices,
said by officials to be the work of anti-war forces; University
Park, Pa. - A Molotov cocktail was thrown through the
window of the Ordnance Research Laboratory at the
University of Penna; Aboard SS Ryndam - Classes on the
World Campus Afloat were cancelled when 75 percent of the
Student Body signed a petition. The ship is in mid-Atlantic;
Philadelphia - University of Pennsylvania undergraduate
students Tuesday night rejected a proposal to convert part of
the Student Union Building to a sanctuary for AWOL
servicemen and draft resisters. The vote: 2,746 to 1,873;
Atlanta- The American flag flew at half-staff over City Hall
at the order of Mayor Ivan Allen Jr., "In honor of those who
have died in Vietnam." Several blocks away the Flag was at
full staff over the State capitol as Governor Lester Maddox
said the moratorium will "strengthen the cause of the
Communists."
Another Communist Dupe, Senate Democratic Whip
Edward M. Kennedy, said that the U.S. should announce a
schedule of troop withdrawals that would clear us out by this
time next year.
Haynsworth: 41 opposed, 35 for, 4 uncommitted.
President Nixon spent a quiet day working. He's not going
to get involved in American politics.

By JOHN F. RIVERA
In this country, I have never really been like the war in Vietnam but I'll be damned if
accepted as an American. I have been
I will give any comfort to Mao Tse-Tung's
referred to as a Mexican, greaser, spic, etc. I
dreams.
have been called everything under the sun
I strongly advise all true Americans to
except an American. But this much I will say think twice before taking part in anti-war
to the world, I am an American.
demonstrations. Do not be an unwitting tool
The most important subject of interest in of Mao's dreams for world conquest.
this country today is the conflict in Vietnam.
Mao's beliefs are not my only dislikes. Just
I am in complete agreement with them. I outside Bienhoa in South Vietnam is a place
don't believe in war. I have seen the war. I called the "City of Churches;" it is not really
have lived through it and I have lost many a city. The "City of Churches" is a
dear friends :n it. Many of my friends are community composed of more than 100
still fighting and dying in Vietnam, and I completely transplanted villages from North
Vietnam. Upon leaving the North and
don't like it one bit. I dislike the war in
in the South, these villagers erected
settling
Vietnam, but there are some things I dislike
their own churches. The oldest church in the
e~en more.
"City of Churches" dates back to about
I dislike the writings of a brilliant man
known to all of us. In the 1930's, this man 1955, which is about the time the guerrilla
outlined his plan for world conquest. He war in South Vietnam started. These
proposed to infiltrate his followers into villagers didn't like the Communist way of
every country in the world. He proposed a life. After having befriended them and
program of worldwide indoctrination in the having heard their stories of life in the north,
I quite agree with them.
beliefs of Communism. He proposed the
conquest of the world one country at a time
I don't like the war in Vietnam but I
beginning with the small troubled nations of dislike even more the fact that my friends in
our times.
the "City of Churches" should be forced to
He proposed to capitalize on the problems
return to the Communist way. of life which
of these small nations and foment civil wars is surely what would happen if the United
to be fought his way -guerrilla war.
States were to pull out of Vietnam without
Knowing that the major powers of the
some guarantee for their safety.
world might interfere in these guerrilla wars,
My heart cries out to tell the world that I
h~ proposed a plan to prevent this. He set
hate the war. My heart cries out for the
forth the idea of a worldwide anti-war
orphans whom I befriended and helped at an
propaganda campaign. He proposed to make
orphanage in Gia Dihn just outside Tan Son
his wars so unpopular that no major power Nhut airport in Saigon. My heart cries out
would dare to interfere.
for their fathers and mothers who were the
Pity the SDS
The man who outlined this plan more than victims of· the National Liberation Front
To the Editor:
30 years ago is none other than our nemesis long before the U.S. entered the war.
In Tuesday's Lobo I read with
sitting in ~ower in Peking, Mao Tse-Tung.
I dislike the war but I dislike even more great
distaste that SDS voted to
What we have in . Vietnam and in this
the idea of more orphanages like the one in support the Viet Cong, alias
world today appears to be a live enactment Gin Dihn which will surely be created if National Liberation Front or
of Mao's writings of the thirties.
Mao's dream is allowed to become a reality Provisional Revolutionary
Government. This "because the
So this much 1 say to the world: I don't as it so surely seems to be in Vietnam.
NLF is the genuine spokesman of
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Moratorium Day March
Draws Crowd of 3000
An

estimated 3000 persons
walke~ 12 blocks yesterday in the
Moratorium Day march to protest
the Vietnam war.
·
The march started at the '
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium, .
then followed Central to
Robinson Park at the corner of
Central and 8th Street.
A rally was held at Robinson
Park following the march,
Several marchers carried
American flags, flags of the peace
symbol, and black flags. Two
marchers carried a sign reading,
"America - Love It '<!nd Save It."

~
,..,.,

War Dead

Vietnl\m Moratorium
Committee member Frank Lihn
read the names of the New
Mexico Vietnam war dead during
a peace service Qn the Union Mall.

Marchers Chant
During · the march, marchers
chanted, "Stop the war - bring
the troops home now," and "We
want peace." Marchers flashed the
"V" for peace at bystanders, and
clapped during the march.
Only two incidents were
reported along the parade route.

Moratorium Panels Agree

Draft Encroaches on Rights
!l'wo separate Vietnam
Moratorium Day panels yesterday
reached the same conclusion on
the draft that it is an
infringment on an individual's
constitutional rights and that it
may very well be unconstitutional
itself.
Other panels discussed the war
from the standpoint of its effects
on health care in the U. S., and
means of ending the war.
The first panel on the draft,
comprised of four Albuquerque
lawyers and held in the Moot
Court Room of the Law School,
dealt primarily with practical
aspects of avoiding the draft.
Morality of System
The second panel dealt with the
constitutionality and morality of
th'f< Selective Service System in
general and the draft in particular.
In the first panel, Dan
McKinnon Ill emphasized the
issue behind the draft was not
really one of its constitutionality
or unconstitutionality, but one of
the U. S. involvement in Vietnam.
"It is not the illegality of the draft
that we should be concerned with
here, but the immorality of
Vietnam."
Other discussions centered
around medical and other legal
aspects of avoiding the draft.

But the general consensus of the
panel, and the second panel, held
in the Union, was that while the
draft may be immoral, and may
be seen as unconstitutional by the
individuals involved, the courts
will probably continue to uphold
it.
In the second panel, Roger
Anderson, UNM geology
professor, urged total resistance to
the Selective Service System.
Anderson read the audience a
Selective Service pamphlet which
pointed out that many young
males continue their education or
take jobs in the defense
establishment simply to prolong
their civilian status or to remain
out of the military service
entirely.
Essential Coercion
The coercion was deemed
essential to the welfare of the
nation, according to the
pamphlet.
Anderson stressed conscientous
objector (co) status "is basically
not a valid one. To argue about
the constitutionality or
unconstitutionality of the draft is
to miss the whole point of the
immorality" of the system. "The
Selective Service System means
that every man in this country is
being manipulated •.• if you get a

student deferment or CO
deferment it only means that
some black man or
Mexican-American or someone
from the ghetto will take your
place."
The Medical School, which
conducted a series of panel
discussions throughout the day,
centered its discussions on
national priorities with special
emphasis on health care problems.

Three men sitting in front of a. government refuses to listen to its
restaurant held signs reading people," said Johnson.
"Bomb Hanoi," and a sign in
$261. Collected
support of former presidential
A member of the New Mexico
candidate George Wallace. Two
Democratic
Council also spoke at
bystanders also shouted
the
rally.
Jim
Durham, who said
obscenities at marchers.
the
Council
is made up of
Several leaflets were handed out
"progressive"
New Mexico
to marchers and bystanders.
said
the
Council has
Democrats,
One leaflet, compiled by UNM
Geology Professor Roger Y. been urging since 1966 that the
Anderson for the Resistance, gave U.S. withdraw •• ,;m Vietnam.
He said the 1968 olatform of
a history of Vietnam from French
the
Democratic Council said the
involvement to World War II.
U.S.
has participated in an
Ken Balizer, chairman of the
"unwarranted
intervention in ·
Oct. 15 March Against the War
and
the
platform urged
Vietnam,"
Committee, which sponsored the "immediate de-Americanization
march and Robinson Park rally,
Vietnam."
spoke at the rally. "This is the of Gilberte
Ballejos, leader of the
first time I've seen life on the
Albuquerque
Brown Berets, also
streets of Albuquerque, and it's
at
the
rally.
spoke
beautiful," said Balizer.
Ballejos said more than half of
"Long Struggle"
the New Mexican servicemen
Balizer said President Richard killed in Vietnam were of
Nixon has said anti-war Mexican-American heritage. He
demonstrations will not affect his urged students to refuse to· enter
foreign policY.. Balizer, in response high school ROTC programs.
Ballejos said high school ROTC
to Nixon said, "We must build the
(anti-war) movement so we get programs are concentrated in
out of Vietnam, and there are no areas with large Mexican-Amerimore Vietnams. That's a long, can populations, such as
hard struggle ... but at the end, all Albuquerque High School and the
Valley area. Ballejos said the only
people will be brothers."
Student Organizing Committee ROTC programs in the Heights is
(SOC) member Paul Johnson also at Highland High School, "and
spoke against Nixon's statement that is Navy ROTC, and the Navy
that he will not allow foreign doesn't have casualties" in
policy "to be made in the Vietnam.
Balizer said $261 was collected
streets."
at
the rally toward the next
"Foreign Policy will be made in
Moratorium
Day.
the streets as long as the U.S.

Medical School Poll
The Medical School also
conducted a vote to indicate the
positions held on the war among
those attending: Results: 56 unilateral withdrawal; 29 Vietnamization of the war and
slow withdrawal of U. S. troops
over a two-year period; 0 - for
continuation of current policies;
and 2- escalation of the war.
In a separate panel on practical
ways to end the war, UNM
Philosophy department Chairman
Paul Schmidt argued against
ending the war because it would
remove the symptoms of many
"sicknesses" in the U. S. from the
sight of the general public. He
compared the war to a disease and
said let the "cancer stand before
our eyes until we make some real
change."

Minister Favors More Protest
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'America

Night March

UNM students and clergyman
carried peace signs and torches in a
candlelight procession around the
campus last night following an
interdenominational religious
service on the Union Mall.

Curry

State, "promised no violence to
disrupt the Geneva agreement,"
said Professor Byatt.
Another main point of
discussion was the rise of the
Diem regime, and the failure of an
attempt to hold free elections
under his administration.
Giving first hand descriptions,
Friedman, former regional
director of the Strategic Hamlet
program in Vietnam spoke on the
decline of the American position
in that country. "In 1964 it was
obvious to the American
community in Vietnam that the
situation was impossible," said
Friedman. He also said American
policy was based on the
assumptions that American
foreign policy can be exported
and accepted in other countries."
Friedman said he believed this
assumption to be wrong.

,

Love It, Save It'

Vietnamese History
Theme of Discussion
A discussion on the history of
Foreign involvement in Vietnam
was held yesterday as one of the
scheduled Moratorium activities.
It was one in a series of forums
related to the war in Vietnam.
Professor Ikle of the history
department led the panel
comprised o f Bob Friedman,
Indian Bureau; Ray Crane, UNM
teaching assistant in mathematics;
Professor Byatt, electrical
engineering department; and
Robert Taichert, an Albuquerque
attorney.
Important historical points
brought out by the group
included the Geneva Conference
and Accords against intervention
in Asia. The United States did not
participate in the signing of the
anti-aggression accords but John
Foster Dulles, then Secretary of
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ASUNM President Ron Curry
was one of an estimated 3000
persons who participated in
yesterday's anti-war march
through downtown Albuquerque.

'Peace Now'

Tragedy

A scene from the University of
Albuquerque production, "Royal
Hunt of the Sun," depicting the
slaughter of the Incas.

Lobo Photos by Chester Painter

Fernandez Urges Continued Moratorium
Rev. Richard Fernandez,
executive secretary of the Clergy
and Laymen Concerned About
Vietnam, said last night the
Moratorium Day must not end on
Oct. 15.
He said the moratorium must be
used as· a base upon which to
build more pressure on the Nixon
Administration to end the
Vietnam war. He said the
moratorium would be a failure it
it was not used as a beginning of
the pressure,
Fernandez also said he does not
think Nixon can carry on the
Vietnamese war for three more
· years. Nixon announced yesterday
he thought the war would contfi\ue for three more years.

culture has no validation in our
society."
Cannot Understand
"Our fundamental problem is
that we cannot understand their
heartache," he said.
He gave as an example a city in
North Vietnam which is' entirely
underground. He said the original
city had been wiped out by
American bombing.
''Thirty thousand people have
lived for two. years in tunnels.
They spend 16 to 18 hours n day
in tunnels," he said.

"Life Devastated"
Fernandez said the North and
South Vietnamest "are better in
their heads" than the American
Social Unraveling
public is, because they can trust
"If the war carries on for three their governments. He said the
years," said. Fernandez, "this American public is divided into
country would see an unraveling two groups. One group feels it
of American society beginning at cannot trust the administration
the bottom, with the poor, because Nixon has not indicated
oppressed, and blacks, such as when he will end the Vietnam
war: The other group, said
never witnessed before."
He said ·Americans cannot Fernandez, does not trust the
visualize the Vietnam war because Nixon administration because he
"we have not been to Vietnam. u has .indicated he will end the war,
He said Americans. have a
"Right to Decide"
chauvinistic attitude toward the
'"I'he North and South
war.
Vietn!l.mese
don't have the
'"rhe Vietnamese are not our
weapons
to
kill
each other,
own; they will never become our
because
we
have
the
weapons to
own," said Fernandez. "Their

kill everyone all by ourselves,"
said Fernandez.
He said he feels the South
Vietnamese people should have
the right to decide for themselves
what type of government they
want. If that government is
communist, said Fernandez, then
it is the obligation of the U.S.
government to grant political
asylum to those who want to
leave South Vietnam.
"The Vietnamese are grown up
and adult, and they should make
their own decisions," said
Fernandez.
He said many critics of
. withdrawal from Vietnam say
there will be a blood bath if the
U.S. troops leave. Fernandez said
a blood bath is possible.
"Biggest Blood Bath"
"But I am more concerned with
stopping the biggest blood
bath-the one that is going on,"
he said.
Fernandez ended his speech
With a quote from Yale Chaplain
, William Sloan Coffin.
Coffin said, "Treason today is
to be silent whUe good men die in
an unjust cause. Pouring good
blood after bad money makes it·
no more just."
Fernandez's speech was the
final item on the agenda for the
UNM Oct. 15 Moratorium Day.

'All People Will
Be Brothers'
·,I

Fernahdez

Father Richard Fernandez,
executive secretary of the Clergy
and Laymen Concerned About
Vietnam, last night urged that the
Oct. 15 Moratorium Day be "only
the beginning."

Robinson Park

Over 3000 people jammed Robinson Park at the conclusion of the
moratorium march to listen to speeches urging U. S. withdrawal from
the Vietnam war. The rally lasted for two hours.
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Intramural Round.'!.E

The Phi Delts won their
seventh of eight contests to keep
pace in the league. After the
defense held ATO on the first
series of downs, quarterback StE1Ve
Bass found Fred Ellis clear down
field and connected for a 50-yard
six-pointer. Bass picked up the
extra point with a quarterback
sneak.
Phi Delts 13, ATO 0
It took the Phi Delts but one
Phi Delta Theta remained in
hot pursuit of the Fraternity play after regaining the ball to
League championship with a 13-0 rack up another TD. On a
halfback pass, Jim White rolled
rout of Alpha Tau Omega.

opportunities for:

Engineer Graduates
Campus Interviews
OCTOBER 21, 1969

out and threw the bomb. Jim
Schloss wrestled the ball from an
ATO defender and sprinted the
remaining ten yards for the score.
The ATO's had won four
straight before the game.

Pikes 14, AKL 0 ·
. Pi Kappa Alpha rebounded
from its loss to Sigma Chi Monday
with a 14-0 decision over Alpha
Kappa Lambda.
Pike quarterback Mike Conway
and his split end clicked for the
first Pike score with a long aerial.
The AKL's halted the extra point
attempt. Bob Ortiz swept the end
for another tally and the Pikes
picked up an additional two
points on a bad snap by the AKL
center which fell dead in the
endzone.

SAE over Phi Sigs
Sigma Alpha Epsilon took a
forfeit victory over Phi Sigma
Kappa to boost their record to 7-1
and hold a tie for first.

Fiji's 20, LXA 0

CITGO

Cities Service Oil Company
An equal opportunity employer

CITGO- TRADf:MARX CmES SERVICE OIL COMPANY, SUBSIDIARY OF CITJ£5 StRVlCE COMPANY.

Attention International
Students and Language

Grt')ups!
You are invited to join the INTERNATIONAL STUDY ( :-'OUP.
This is a chance to meet with other International students for fellowship, fun, and thought provoking classes. The International
Study Group meets at the Youth Center of the First Baptist
Church, 123 Broadway, SE on Sunday mornings at 9:30. For free
transportation call Mrs. W. B. Maxson, 255-9646; Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Schulz, 255-0139; or the First Baptist Church, 247-3611.

Ninth-ranked Phi Gamma Delta
beat stumbling Lambda Chi Alpha
20-0 in another Fraternity League
game. Fiji quarterback ran for one
touchdown and threw two others
to pace the attack.
The Fiji's made it 6-0 as
Hunter followed his blocking
around end and sprinted 40 yards.
Hunter then went to the passing
game and found Greg Ramsey for
a 10-yard score. Hunter called for
a quarterback sneak for the extra
point. Another short pass to E.C.
Domme accounted for another
TD and extra point as the Fiji's
boosted their record to 5·3.

KA over KS
Kappa Alpha came close to the
.500 mark with a forfeit victory
over Kappa Sigma. The KA's are
now 4-5 with two games left to
play.

J;J.

J;J.

FlBLD 1
Biology Department vs. Pi Kappa
Alpha B .............. , ••••• , •• 3:30
Chimayo vs. Nava;io ................ 4 :30
FIELD2
Onate B vs. Alvarado n ........... 3:30
Puebla vs. M<Soalero .............. 4:30
FIELD A
Alvarado vs. Tewa ............... , •4 :30
FIELD 6
Onate vs. Santa Clnra •.••••••• , , .4:30

Intramural Standings
Xi~~ad~lara.

FELLOWSHIP

J

SPEED
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Barring some unforeseen
disaster, Coach Rusty Mitchell
expects an equal or better
performance in 1969-70 :from his
gymnastics team than last year.
This is an auspicious goal since
Mitchell guided his squad to the
number five ranking in the
country last season.
Mitchell was pleased with his
recruiting program and thinks that
his new members can fill the void
left by graduation. Mitchell
believes that he could have done
better with recruiting had he had
a little bigger budget. "If I had
had a little more resources we
could have created a healthy
situation competition-wise," said
Mithcell. "As it is now we have
only fifteen men competing for
fourteen positions on the squad."

The only thing meek about the Utah football team this
year has been their coach.
Coach Bill Meek's Redskins have been raising people's hair
all over the league since they scalped a good UTEP team,
24-6, at the Sun Bowl two weeks ago. It was the same Miner
team that had buried the Lobos a week before at
Albuquerque, 21-6.
The Utes now own a 3-1
record with additional wins
over Arizona State and San
Jose following an opening
day loss to Oregon. Saturday
night, the Redskins take on
UNM (1-3) at University
Stadium. Utah has always
done well against UNM. In
eleven games the Utes have
won eight, tied one, and lost
but two.
But despite the game's
background, Coach Bill Meek
I
says his Redskins are not
·
.
I
only running wild but
running scared.
"We're kinda running scared this week because we know
New Mexico is the kind of team that can get up and whip
you," drawled the affable, good-humored Meek on the
telephone from his office in Salt Lake City late Wednesday
afternoon."
"We're looking for a tough evening Saturday," said Meek,
"We know New Mexico has some fine athletes and that their
coaching staff is doing a good job.".
The Ute grid chief says that the score of last week's
UNM-BYU game doesn't really reflect the true strength of
the Lobo football team. "They came off flat after the win
over Kansas," explained Meek, "and they didn't play quite as
well last week as they had against KU and UTEP but then
that's normal. BYU got all their marbles together and they
had one of their best days against New Mexico. All that
together gave them trouble last weekend."

Interest is Major Problem
Mitchell points to spectator lack
of interest as a major problem.
"We have only been averaging
about 2,000 per dual meet,"
explains Mitchell, "Albuquerque
has not relaized that we are good.
People are also ignorant of the

L

Last year Utah beat the Lobos in Salt Lake City, 30-7, in a
game considerably closer than the score indicates. I asked
Meek to compare this year's team with the one a year ago.
"I feel we're a better ball club this season," replied Meek
"but we lost some fine kids. We're not too deep this year and
we have an awful lot of inexperience. In fact, we're not too
much younger than New Mexico." The Lobos start 16
sophomores at 22 possible positions.

Won Lost
G
0
4
2

~

~

sport. I guarantee that if you see
one meet, you will want to come
back."
Even though Mitchell likes the
publicity that the team gets for
performing at basketball games,
he thinks that too many peop!e
think that is all the gymnastics
team does. "We want people to
come to the meets to see real
gymnastics," said Mitchell. "We
have got something to show and
we've got the best kids to show
it." Mitchell says the team will
not perform at basketball games
this year fot: this reason.

The pitching mound is not in
the middle of the diamond.

Fine

PICTURE
FRAMING

<1

~

~

LOOK
YOUR
BEST!

Hundreds of

COACH RUSTY Mitchell's
gymnastics team swings into the
season with an intra·squad. meet
on Tuesday, Nov. 25. A year ago,
the Lobo gymnasts finished fifth
in the country at the end of the
season. Mitchell says he expects
this year's team to be "equal or
better" than last season's.
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8ve/gJJ Wood READING
207 Dartmouth NE

DYNAMICS
265-6761

2300 Central SE

Baseball

JACKSON, Miss, - Former
heaVYweight champion Cassius
Clay's hopes for making a
comeback here are resting with
the Mississippi Athletic
Commission. Clay is seeking a
license for Dec. 15 against an
unnamed opponent.
Jackson newspapers are

NEW YORK -The members of
the winning team will get a
minimum of $15,000 each while
the losers will collect a minimum
of $10,000 each. Both figures
break the old payoff record
established back in 1963 when the
Los Angeles Dodgers defeated the
New York Yankees.

kapy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

COUNTRY BARN
l=ried Chicken Special
:..P.E•verv Wed. & Thur. 9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Srown French Fries & Toast

ONLY

59c

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

UAMPUS GROUPS!
Fraternities . .

• •

Sororiti~s

.. . .
Organizations

• • • •

2510 Central S,E.

Popejoy

HaU

Do you know there is an easy, almost fun way to obtain items
you need for your house or service project?

AND TliE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

THE ROMEROS

S&H. Green Stamps, the leader for 73 years,
announces the appointment of Campus Representative Rob Knight who is ready to explain how Collegiate Group Savings can make
your campus problems vanish.

The more
you lick 'em
'
the more
you like 'em.
.

:BEAUTIFUL MET-OPERA STAR

Burger

Dairy
Queen

Boxing

Across From Johnson Gym

PHYLLIS CUR TIN

Shake &

six-member district court jury opposing the issuance of a license
aquitted Dee Andros, 44, Oregon on the grounds that Clay is a
State football coach, on a charge . convicted draftdodger. Mississippi
of driving while under the law bars convicted felons from
receiving a license.
influence of alcohol.

LANGELL'S

AND

OCTOBER 16 & 17

Player of the Week

New Mexico:s Largest

FOUR Sl.NSATlONAL GUITARS

we have it .

BRIEFS

The Lobo's Player of the Week
for October 12 is freshman Fred
Henry of Alamogordo. Fred, a
5-11, 185-pound running back,
helped lead the freshman football
team to a 26-6 smothering of
Arizona State's frosh last weekend
at Tempe.
An elementary education major,
Fred scored on touchdown while
accumulating 211 yards on only
15 carries. His impressive yardage
included runs of 60 and '70 yards
and an phenomenal 14-yard plus
average every time he carried the
ball.
Fred is the son of Mr. Fred
Henry of Alamogordo.
Only the Best
Regrettably, freshman Fred was
Mitchell has developed a habit unavailable for a picture.
of scheduling the best gymnastics
teams in the nation. "We are one
Football
of the best in the nation and we
LARAMIE,
Wyo. - Wyoming
don't want weak schools on our
head
football
coach
Lloyd Eaton
schedule," said Mitchell, "You
vigorously
denied
last
week that
can't get any better unless you
he
had
been
offered
the head
play the best."
coaching job at.the University of
Mitchell claims that his main Wisconsin.
concern is winning the WAC. The
A Wisconsin newspaper, the
team must win the conference Madison Capitol-Times, indicated
before it can get an invitation to last week that Wisconsin, plagued
the N.C.A.A. tournament. The with losing campaigns over the
WAC championship will take past several years, had offered a
place this year in Albuquerque on job to Eaton.
"The last time I was in
March 26, 27, 28, 1970. Seniors
will be able to compete this year Wisconsin was in 1952," said
for the first time due to a new Eaton, "This is the farthest thing
NCAA ruling increasing eligibility from my mind."
to four years.
CORVALLIS
Ore. A
The team includes eight
returning lettermen:
Need Glasses?
Bob Manna-high bar
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
Stormy Eaton-floor exercise,
-free Glasses Adjustmenttrampoline
John Charzuk-p&allel bars
Complete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription
Mike Dyas-high bar
Dana Shelley-floor exercises
Prescription Sunglasses
Jim Royce-floor exercises
2.4 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE
Joe Kinkel-high bar
CASEY
OPTICAL
Bill Parise·rings
'Next Ooor to
Jim Hruban will be out for the
Casey's Rexall Drug Stare
255-6329
4312 Lomas NE
season due to a back operation.
The list of newcomers includes
transfers John Roberts and
Dan Erickson. The freshmen team
members are Dave Repp, Symore
Rifkind, and John Aitkin.

Meek Is A Master of Cliches

During the course of our conversation Wednesday I made
the mistake of asking Coach Meek if he personally'thought
Chimayo
1
6
Utah would win the WAC and, as friendly as he is Meek
1
5 revealed that he is also a master of cliches. "We take' 'em as
Mescalero
Fraternity League
PiKappa A'pha
7
1
they come," replied Meek, "Of course, we hope to WI·n all of
Phi Delta Theta
7
1
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
7
1
our games but we're just playing them one at a time. Right
SigmaChi
66
2a
Phi Gamma Delta
now, .we h aven, ' t "
giVen any t h ought to a championship or
Alpha
Omega
4
5
.
Alpha Tau
Kappa
Lambda
now."
4
5 anyth m g· Th a t s way out o f our re alm nght
Kappa Alpha
4
5
f:::!'b'da. sbt'r'Arpha
1 ~
"We're just a bunch of guys playin' hard and givin' it all
h1dependent League
we got," he went on. ''We don't know how things are going
t':,'i!,.,:~~~.;,.• Chickens
~ ~
to work out. We're going to let the chips fall where they
NROTC
3
2
may."
l'harmaey
2
2
~~~z;_,hi omega
i ~
Saturday night, I hope the chips are on the shoulders of
_s_t_ud_en_ts_to_r_D_•_m_oc;,..ra.;:..;ti..:.'e...F..:.oo.:..:t..:.;ba..:.;ll;,..o:....._5:____:t:.:.:h:..:e:....::L:.:o:.:b:..:O:.:S:..a=n::::d....:n:.:.o:::.t.::...::o~n~th:.:,e~s~houlders of his talented Redskins.

g~~!.Jo

FUN
AND

'

By CHARUi$ WOOD

"We're A Better Ball Club This Season."

Today's Schedule

Tewa
Pueblo

'

l':f

DormitorY League

Mitchell Expects Strong
Gym Squad This Season

sports
fortune

Three Tied In Frat League
The rich got richer in the
Fraternity League yesterday as all
three teams in a stalemate for the
league title came away with the
victories. The three, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Phi Delta Theta, and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, each have 7·1
records with two games left.

Thursd.ay, Octobll'l" 16,1969

Thursday, October 16, 1969

NEW ME.XICO LOBO
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Tuesday, Oct. 21-8:15 P.M.

"

I

I

I

R!:Nt A TUX!
COAT and TROUSERS
COMPL~TE OUTFIT

.$6.50
$10.00

lndvdos Shlri, Cummerbund, Sus.
pendors, Handkerchief, Studs, Cuff·

s. ~

links, Ti') and lloutfonnloro,

FIRST A"JD GOLD

247-434i

ADM.-International 'Series Subscription or
Reserved Seats-5.50, 5.00; 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students W fAct. Cards-1;2 Price

Tel. 277-3121 ·

:For a worry-free term, contact Rob Knight,
'

271 Yale NE. Call 242-0009 or 842-5483.

I
I

NE'V MEXICO LO.~B~O_____________________________________T
__
hu_r_~_a~y~,_O_c_to_b_e_r_1__
6,_1_9_69
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Service l-lonors

N.M. War Dead ·Recruiting U

guerrilla theatre which told the
story of an American boy who is
drafted, sent to Vietnam, and
then is killed,
Following the theatre there was
a reading of the New Mexicans
killed in the Vietnam War by

Approximately 450 people
attended a non-denominational
religious service honoring New
Mexicans who have been killed in
the Viet11am War, yesterday
afternoon in the mall.
The service beg_!ln with a

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini-

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room

run five or more consecutive days with
no cllangcs the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of

Classified Advertising

mum ($1.40) per time run.

1f

ad is to

169, afternoons preferably or mail.

UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M, 87106

words to 10,

TERMS: Payment must be made in fu11 prior to insertion

FOR RENT
MAY WE help you? Renting-sellinglisting. Residential properties. Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. 268-3932.

4)

PERSONALS
RIDE WANTED to Grand Canyon or
vicinity tbls weekend. Call 277-5552 or
leave message, 2007 Mesa Vista. Will
share expe'llBes. 10/16
SAVE YOUR BULBS. To counteract pre1)

J.fl/!::8

5)
FORSALE
1965 CORYAIR convertible, Automatic,
air, stereo, loaded. Listed $8400. Aloo
30 stereo tapes. $795. 255-9350. 10/16

sent Iocnl pressures, use now to save
flower bulbs for National Planting Day,
Halloween, 1969. Change our desolate

wilderness into flowering plains. 10/16
DEADLINE for inserting classified 4:00

1959 FORD, V8, radio, air conditioning,

69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm.
205, Journalism Bldg.
E. ENGINEER want.~ grad student or up·
perclassman to share large, two level
house, univ. area. Expenses appro><. $75/
mo. Call 842-9210. 10/17
THUNDERBIRD taking contribatlona for
prose: short stories, essays, reviews,
plays etc. Rm. 158, Journalism Bldg.,
all ~anuscripts must be typed.

LOST&FOUND
LOST: Black & white kitten: 8 weeks old:
long hair; in Harvard·Silver area; eall
242-1557 or 277-4202 after 6 pm.
FOUND: 1969 Valley High Class Ring,
girls red stone. Call 299-6940.
'LOST: Engagement J:ing, Zimmerman
Library. Please return. no questions.
Reward. 298-3465. 1067 Matador SE.
10/20
, LOST: white, gray, and light brown Calico female cat. Near Lead and Stanford.
255-5101, $10 reward. 10/16
2)

6)

Recruiters tepresenting the following

companies or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidates for positions:

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Thursday, October 16
CON'l'INENTAL OIL COMPANY, CON·
000-Bus. Admin, Stat., Math., Computer
Sci., & Engineering for Central Computer
Dept., ChE, Pet. Ref. Engin. !or Prooeas
Engineering D~pt., B\lSiness Administra..
tion (BBA, MBA) for Continental Pipe
Line
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL, AUTONETICS DIV.-EE, Physics, (BS, MS,
PhD), ME (MS, PhD) Applied Matb
(MS), LOS ANGELES, SPACE &
ROCKETDYNE DIV,-ME, EE (BS,
MS) CE (BS)
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION-Math, Physics, Chern., Acct., Gen.
Bus., Ind. Admin, ChE, CE, EE, ME
(BS, MS)
Friday, Octeber 17
GULF OIL CORPORATION-Acctg.,
Bus. Admin. witb Acctg, Minor, Geology,
Geo-Physics Geol. Engin., ChE, ME (BS,
MS) CE, Pet, E (BS)
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA
LAKE, CALIF.-EE, ME, AE (BS,MS,
PhD), Physics, (BS, MS, PhD)
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY, PORT HUENEME, CALIF.
.-EE, CE, ME (BS, MS, PhD)

Sale or Rent, $45/mo.
Not Fancy, But Clean.
See at 115 Pacific SE
or call299-0309 if interested.

SERVICES
IRONING-humane rates, pickup and de•
livery. Bagwonn and Washerwoman
Ltd. 247·8737. 10/27
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP offering
regular haircuts, razor cuts, styling .. 243 ..

'

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs''

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 L<>mas N.E. 268-6848
5810
N.E. 268-4147

CJ~
DUSTIN

IIOFFMAN
..JON

VOIGHT

EMPLOYMENT

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call255·6364

.

11

: Twelv~. Staff Members Voice Protest, Quit Paper in Support of larry Ross

By GRANT HARVEY
'
(CPS) The student populatio~
of the staff of the Arizona State
Press at Tempe was depleted last
weekend when 12 staffers quit l·n
pro t est of a decision by the Board
of Student Publications to fire
editor Larry Ross for
"insubordination,"
Ross said the '.'insubordination" consisted of his refusal to
t 11 h
b
·
e
t e
oard through which
channels he would make a
complaint concerning what he
·termed a "blackout of opinion"
critical of a policy of the Phoenix

Arizona Republic and the Gazette
for running ads for non-rated
'movies after the papers had stated
they would not run ads for either
non-rated nor "X" rated films.
Reprimand
Nelson was repriman'ded by Dr.
Donald Brown, head of the
journalism department and the
Board of Student Publications for

the column and wheJ? he 'Yrote a
second on the subject Jt was
censored. A letter fr.om a faculty
me~ber on ~he .subject was also
demed pubhcatwn. Ross told
!'Jrown he would run a blank space
1
f th
1
w
In P ace ~.
e co u~n. hen he
was told no, you will not run a
~Ian~ coJumn" he. told Brown to
fill 1t With anythmg he saw fit,
d
lk d
an.
w~ e
out, leaving the
editorshtp open.
.
R;obert Lance, State Press
a~'?~or, who c.ensored the
cnttciSf? of the Pulliam papers, is
a part t
I
f p 11 ·
•
. tme emp oyee o
u tams
on the weekends.
.
Th. e State Press earned !}early
n.o. th mg on t h e above happenings,
M t
t d t
·
os s u ens questiOned on
campus Wednesday were not
aware that the Press was being put
out by "ghosts." On Tuesday the
Scottsdale Progress ran the story
front page, the first major
newspaper coverage the incident
received,
Temporary Agreement
When Ross appeared before the
board, he agreed to take back the
editorship "under any conditions''

NEW

r:~~~:_,

MEXICO
Vol. 73

until his complaint was heard by
Ross and otherformer members
the University Grievance
of the Press have begun bargaining
Committee. The board, not
with the Board of Student
knowing through which channels
Publications for a compromise
Ross would make his appeal,
and a reinstatement of Ross as
pressured him to . tell them to
edit. or.
whom he had complained. When
Ross termed the five proposals
he refused to mention the being considered compromises to
grievance committee, he was fired be made by the board, though the
for "insubordinati~n."
v
proposals make no stipulation
Bill Oldham, last year's ASUSA that
would
eliminate
student body president charged
that Brown had pressu~ed Ross pre-censorship of editorial
for the above information because comment, or provide for increased
"Brown knew that if Ross student involvement in the
· student newspaper. Brown, the
appealed to certain powers, board, and the paper's advisor
Brown would not be able to push
them into a decision favorable to stand to lose no power or
effectiveness with the institution
him (Brown)."
of the proposals.
Brown had originally labelled
Lance refused to talk to The
the Nelson column as unfair
Lobo reporter, saying he was too
because it did not give both sides
Nelson said he felt editoriai busy, "this afternoon, this evening
. . . and probably the rest of the
opinion was necessarily slanted
week."
otherwise it could not be opinion:
"I'm doing the work of four
editors," he said, "and I have to
At the time this article was put out a 16·pager for tomorrow
written, both the Student Senate (Thursday).
and the ASU chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi (journalism honorary)
Tight· Lipped
voted by substantial margins to
Brown was tight-lipped on the
support Ross.
subject of Ross' firing, but agreed
!

•

I!

j
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Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

New

Construction
Planned on Campus

It's your year.
Purchase it now
and keep it forever.

"A remarkable film!"

A faculty office and classroom building to be used
"primarily for the modern language department" will be built
on the land occupied by the recently demolished Zimmerman
Stadium, said VanDorn Hooker, UNM head architect. "

Hooker said the building will be completed for use in the
second semester of 1971.

$1.00 a day
Free Delivery, Pick Up. And Service
No Deposit
LJ>Wer Monthly Rate

The new addition to the Chemistry Building should be
completed by this spring semester, said Hooker.

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Availab1e

The commons building in the center of the new dorm
complex will be put in operation in the next few weeks, he
said.

I

I

I

I

I

OPEN

Co-op Store

II A.M.

DAILY

Gilbert Cabrera, cobbler, left,· and David Knight, UNM graduate
student, right, represent the Poor People's Co-operative in their request
for space in the New Mexico Union to set up a shoe shop,

For Poor People's Shoe Store
NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (thafs 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1, Persona Is
5. For Sale

3 Services
4. For Rent
7. Miscellaneous
.
.
INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT - - - -TIMES STARTING---

A two hour collection
award-winning new
short films by young independent film makers.
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Friday & Saturday___.7 ·& I0 p.m.
Sunday--6 &9 p.m.
$1 .for students with ID
$l.SO gei1eral .admission . , ..... .

No.26

MIDNIGHT

10¢ BEER -·RENT-AEvery Wed. 5-6 PM.

reluctantly to answer "a few brief
questions since you have come
here from Albuquerque for the
story." Brown refused to
comment directly about Ross'
behavior or the censoring
incident,
Brown refused to admit there
was censorship for all or most of
the editorial copy, He also refused
to admit Nelson's column was
censored for other than obscenity
or libel.
Brown asked this reporter for a
definition for :•censure," but
Brown was remmded we were
discussing censoring, not
censuring. From this point on Jn
the interview, Brown asked
question upon question
concerning the reporter's views on
censorship. There was not
sufficient time between questions
to give more than monosyllabic
replies.
Abruptly Brown announced,
"Well I can see you only want to
argue about our different
definitions of the term
'censorship,' and as we agreed to
discuss only a few brief questions,
(Continued on page 3)

r-1

COWBDV11

JOB I Ad salesmen for astral projection.
20o/o commission. Call 268-4056. 10/16
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES NEED·
ED to sell Volkswagen bus tours to
Europe in summer, 1970. $100.00 com·
mission per sale. Write VW Adventures,
P.O. Box '1999, Austin, TCX118 78712.
10/16

3)

Board Fires ~ditor of ASU State Press

newspaper monopoly owned by
Eugene Pulliam.
A columnist for the Press
Larry Nelson, critici'zed the'

CHEAP HOUSE

$150. 8705';6 Campus. Leave name. 10/22
BUG EYE MKI Sprite, good condition.
Not running-#4 burned intake valve.
• Aa is $300.00, running for $400.00.
Overhaul 6,000 miles ago. Call nftcr 9
265-1i548.
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255·5987, 10/23
1959 Ford, four door, good condition, $250
Call 265-4785, after 5.
1969 Harley-Davidson 350 co. Excellent
condition, $575. Call 242-0749 nfter 4
pm. 10/20
1966 GTO 4-speed, chrome wheels. Aaking
$1300. Must sell as I am buYing another
car. Phone Grant at 277-5011 after 6
pm. an week nights or on S11nday after·
noon. 10/20
HONDA-160 &:rambler, like new. $350.
Call after 4 p.m.-296-3247. 10/21
175 cc BENNELI MOTORCYCLE. 1969
model, only has 1800 miles. Practical!)'
new. Sacrifice for Uncle Sam, $250. 242723& evenings, weekends. 10/17

p.m.-will go in next day's I.obo.

OKIE'S

or advertisement.

Frank Lihn, treasurer of the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee,
The reading was followed by a
prayer read by Judy Brown and
Gordon Biniski who read the
Jewish prayer for the dead.
The service consisted of a
preparation for communion and
the
communion itself.
Denominations represented at the
service included Roman Catholic,
Episcopalian, Lutheran,
Methodist, and United Church of
Christ.
At the conclusion of the service
there was a torchlight procession
across campus.

CHEVRON OIL COMPANY, WESTERN
DIV.-Bus. Admin., ChE, Me, (BS, ;!tiS),
CE, EE, (BS, MS)
Monday, October 20
EDGER T 0 N, GERMESHAUSEN &
GRIER, lNC. EG&G-EE (BS, MS, PhD)
TEXAS EASTMAN COMPANY, DIVISION OF EASTMAN KODAK CO-ChE,
ME (BS, MSl, Chcm. (MS, PhD)
ARMY SPECIAL SERVICES, DEPT.
OF THE ARMY-Liberal Arts, (BA),
Fine Arts (BA, MAl
Tuesday, Ucteber 21
GENERAL DYNAMICS-EE, ME, CBS,
MS, PhD), Math., Physics, CE (r.!:S, PbD)
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
-EE, ME, CE, IE <BS, MS)
TEXAS WATER RIGHTS COMMISSION
-CE, Gen. Engineering (BS, MS)
CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPANYCE, EE, ME, ChE (BS, MS)
Monday, October 27
PPG, INDUSTRIES-ChE, EE, ME,
Mnt!J. .. Chern, Aceto'.
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION-EE, ME, CE (BS), .Acct.,
Mgt, (BBA)

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

ENcLOSED$----

...

PLACED BY......,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Board Approves Co-op Study
Resolution authorizing the people in construction and
The action was taken in
building sub•committee of the building and renovating shoe
reaction to an ASUNM resolution
Union Board to conduct a "space making. Two UNM graduate
passed Sept. 30 requesting the
analysis" and a "total stud)l of the students, David Knight and Mark
board to "consider other designs
program and expectations" of the Money. are serving as business
for traffic control in the Union
proposed Poor People'c Co·op advisors to the group, which is
food service area."
shoe store was passed by the under the auspices of the
Renovations made in the
Union Board members present at Community Development
Union this summer included
a meeting last night.
program.
recarpeting of the Desert Room,
The meeting last night was the
and transferral of the alumni
"Appealing Pattern"
first this year, and a quorum was
offices to the fm·mer guest rooms
not present. All discussion was
on the north end of the second
A resolution was passed that
informal, and action was in the endorsed the current traffic
floor, said Krbec,
form of resolutions.
pattern in the Union food service
The student government
The board members also heard area with the added designation
offices were moved to the old
reports on building renovations that. "a more appealing design" alumni space in the south end of
carried out over the summer, and be devised for the area diVIders.
the building last week. The area
endorsed the current traffic
Kirby Krbec, Union director,
now occupied by student
pattern in the Union food service said the current area dividers ht
organization desks on the second
area.
the Union food service area were
floor will be converted to lounge
an experimental design installed
space as soon as -possible, Krbec
Requests Space
· · "to re-route people from the
said.
The Poor People's Co·op shoe service area. Debris was being
Permanent roofing was
store is requesting space in t.he scattered by the. people walking
discussed for the Casa de Sol area
Union to establish a branch of through. Most people welcome
on the second floor, and the
theu• operation. Currently the the cleanliness and the ease of
current canvas roof was
shop is operating a custom order movement in the area."
renovated.'said Krbec,
shoe shop and shoe and leather
"People like the cleanliness and
repair shop on rth St.
atmosphere near the snack bar,"
"The Casa del Sol has doubled
The ASUNM has endorsed the said Ron Curry, A~UNM its customer count since last
shoe shop.
president," there is more access to semester, there has been a
The Co·op, in operation since the patio, and you can sit and tremendous response to it," said
January this year, employs seven enjoy your cup of coffee."
· Krbec.

New Additions
In future University expansion, Hooker said, there will
also be additions made to the Anthropology and Geology
building. The addition to the Anthropology Building will be
on the north side by the UNM Alumni Memorial Chapel, and
will be a "large extension for the museum, faculty offices,
storage, and workroom for the various collections," Hooker
said.
On the Geology Building there will be an addition of a
third floor over the north wing and the existing third floor
will be remodeled on the west wing.
Below the football stadium a building for the department
of athletics will be built there. Hooker said it would "take
most of the intercollegiate athletics out of Johnson
Gymnasium."
Hooker said construction for a new law building will start
within the next two or three weeks on the north side of
campus. He said it should be completed by spring of 1971.
There are also plans for a new psychology building to· be
built on the west side of the Biology Building.
·
Fine Arts Center
Also there will be an addition to the west side of the Fine
Arts center, he said. This addition will house the Fine Arts
Library and classrooms for the department of art.
An addition will be made to Bernalillo County Medical
Hospital. The addition will be operated by the UNM School
of Medicine and "in effect it will be·the teaching hospital for
medical students," said Hooker.
Hooker said the city of Albuquerque has approved the
widening' of. University Place by UNM from Lomas to
Central. Hooker ~aid theis "will allow straightenin·g out of the
i~tersection at C~ntral and University.

